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! Zurück zur Übersicht

Erasmus "Jobs, jobs everywhere. Which one for me?"
Evaluation
Auswertung

32 Nutzer haben teilgenommen Zusammenfassung Einzelansicht

Has the participation of this project helped to make your school feel
better connected to the EU and improve the internationalisation of your
school? *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

Yes

28 votes

Because the people in the other countryes know Catalonia

because we had the chance to share our ideas and learning from each other.

Because now more people know about the school and if the school would like to do a

project with our school they would know what kind of school it is

as my fellow students have now been educated more about the EU and through the

project we were also exposed to international students that helped with the

internationalisation between students of our school

As speaking in public and working in groups

because we needed to talk to each other in a (for most of us foreign language)

.

.

It's a good opportunity

It is a good opportunity

A lot

I found it useful

I worked with students from other counties

I learned new words in di!erent lenguage outsider henglish and italian.

because I think that this projects are so important

Because my school could work with di!erent school of Europe

A lot

So much

.

It's actually very useful

We have improved our english and tried to do more things related to the other places

of the EU.

Because in not a lot of school do this type of projects

Yes, a lot.

I think so

julia ! "
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My school now hosts EU days

We worked with very instresting partners

No

4 votes

.

There wasn’t involved the whole school. Just some students. But yes, them/we now

feel better connected to the EU.

Bc some ppl participate to this project for skipping daily classes

I do not want more internationalisation.

Following this project are you now more aware of your status as an EU
citizen? *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

Yes

25 votes

No

7 votes

Through participating in this project list two skills you have improved on
and one that you have learned. *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

# Abgegebene Antwort

1 Work in group, interact with other people

2 Communicating in English - more awareness of the EU opportunities

3 Teamwork and the importance if inclusion

4 Communication and projecting my voice

5 Teamwork and Planning

6 Lenguage and communicatuon

7 Language, way to connumicate and tecnical words

8 Englisch Skills and Social skills

9 Speak english And work in groups

10 language, communication

11 Comunication, language

12 Language and culture

# Moderator
Session 

kr2c
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13 English, work in groups, I have learned to be more selfcon"dent

14 English, teamwork, use of eTwinning

15 Teamwork and improve english

16 Knowledge of the lenguage

17 leadership and friendship

18 English and work in groups

19 Language interships

20 I have improved: partecipation and socialising, I have learned better English

21 Speaking, approaching and language

22 Knowledge of English, communication skills and use of Excel Basics

23 speaking english and work in groups

24 Working with sources from the internet, communicate in English and how to found a

company.

25 I have improved my english pronunciation and my knowledge related to which are the

di!erences between my country and the other ones. I have learned a lot about how to

comunicate with people from around the world in a good way.

26 Social skils and lengauge skils

27 I’ve improved my english with exchange students and I learned new cultures from other

countries.

28 I improved my English and my presenting skills.

29 English, giving a presentation

30 language skills, speaking good in public- skills

31 Teamwork and ICT skills

32 Language, interships

What advice would you give to a fellow student about to start a project
and would you make any changes to this project? *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

# Abgegebene Antwort

1 Talk with te people

2 It is all worth it, although in the beginning I was scared to participate, now I am very
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happy and proud to be part of this project, because it will help me in the future.

3 It helps you think more as an open minded person.

4 To not be shy

5 To work hard and enjoy the experience

6 To listen

7 Be curious and enjoy

8 it might be di#cult at the beginning but it gets better

9 No changes

10 start it

11 I day him that it is important to make this because he can make a new friend

12 I would say that it is a good opportunity to make new friends and learn new things. No I

would not make any changes.

13 Have fun!

14 The project were too long, is better a project that last like one year

15 A nice experience

16 Have fun and no.

17 This project is, probably sometimes the organization could be better

18 Make the most of the opportunity

19 To do this project

20 Enjoy the project beacause it is so nice!!

21 Just do it

22 Just have some fun, knowing other culture, meeting foreign people and improving your

skills. No suggestions

23 enjoy the project

24 Think about the product and about if it has sense.

25 I will say to him that it is amazing and a really good opportunity to meet new people and

learn about communicaton skills.

26 Enjoy the project

⋆  Befragung

%  Chatwall

?  Quiz

&  Panik

'  Veranstaltung

https://tweedback.de/kr2c/evaluation
https://tweedback.de/kr2c/chatwall
https://tweedback.de/kr2c/quiz
https://tweedback.de/kr2c/panic
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27 As an advice, try your best to make work this project and idk what i would change

28 You can make friends and visit new countries. JOIN IT!!! I would not change anything.

29 Don't be shy.

30 I do not know

31 Be open to new experiences

32 Come on, don't worry about language

Having researched an presented presentations on opportunities in the
EU, are there any training opportunities that you would like to avail of? *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

Yes. If you selected yes please state which:

15 votes

yes especially I would like the opportunity to study abroad and may be have a working

experience too.

Experience from training opportunities in countries whose sectors of work, which are

what I am searching for as a job in future, are successful.

Erasmus progects

.

Studying abroad

Italy, Catalonia and Malta

.

Live in other countries and study abroad

.

No training but an au Pair in Spain or Ireland

I don't know which one exactly, because I still don't know what to study, but I think for

example that staying "working" in a place for a short period of time, helps you to

understand how business works.

Yes, traveling to other continents like america or asia or africa, it would ve interesting

learning about di!erent countries

One year in a foreign country.

Educational grants

.

No

17 votes

Having participated in this project what do you believe you can now o!er
to the EU job market? *
32 Nutzer haben diese Frage beantwortet.

# Abgegebene Antwort
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1 Security

2 educational experience in such projects.

3 High quality jobs and opportunities with good working conditions, if you have the

adequate skills.

4 A better employee who understands how the jobs work and knows about the process

5 Knowledge and slight experience in some sectors of work

6 My skills

7 A bit of youth

8 Skills in IT, English and general communication

9 Nothing at the moment, but I’ll conserve this experience and I’ll use it in the future

10 language skills

11 New skills that I Have Learned

12 The new skills that I have learned

13 I don't really know

14 I'm more conscious about what it means to work with di!erent people and respect the

terms

15 Great job opportunities

16 More $essibility with di!erent National trust

17 I don’t think so

18 great job oppurtunities

19 Nulla

20 I don't know

21 My contribution to grow

22 Language skills, knowledge of di!erent culture and informatic skills

23 my competences

24 Good connections or motivation to connect each other with other countries.

25 I don't know, probably my skills on communicating with people around the world.

26 A lot of diferent things, and it's dapen of the country
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27

28 No

29 I know a lot about enterpreneurship and business english. I feel de"netly prepared to

work in the international market and will de"netly do something like this in the future.

I'm really thankful that I was able to be a part of the Erasmus + project.

30 I do not know

31 Innovative ideas and hard work

32 A lot of opportunities
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